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‚ This presentation is about

• Euclidean geometry as an axiomatic system,

• definitions in geometry, and

• definability in geometry, and emphasizes

• contributions of Mario Pieri and Alfred Tarski.

 
It’s adapted from and expands on Marchisotto & Smith 2007.

A full version will appear soon in the American Mathematical Monthly.
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‚ During the 1800s ...

 

Moritz PASCH (1843–1930) portrait

• saw the need to repair Euclid,

• to firmly ground the popular projective methods.

Pasch’s 1882  Vorlesungen über neuere Geometrie title page



During the 1800s
 

The relationship of various theories became very involved:  for example,

• Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry can each be extended to projective geometry;

• we can introduce projective coordinates;

• use a polar system to measure distance;  and

• reconstruct Euclidean or non-Euclidean geometry from different polar systems.

 
Algebraic geometry relied more and more on projective methods.

 
This complexity led to new emphasis on axiomatics.
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Pasch 1882

‚ • developed incidence and congruence geometry, 

• extended it to projective space, then showed how

• to select a Euclidean or non-Euclidean polar system. 

 
Its primitive concepts were
• point • coplanarity of a point set 
• segment between two points • congruence of point sets 

Example definitions:

• Three points are collinear if they are not distinct or one lies between the other two. 

• The line determined by two distinct points is the set of points collinear with them.
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‚ Giuseppe PEANO (1858–1932) portrait

• as a junior professor at the University of Torino undertook to reformulate
with utmost precision all of pure mathematics!

 Peano’s 1889 book title page

• freed the axiomatic method from references to the real world. page 24

Peano’s 1894 paper  Sui fondamenti della geometria
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• as a junior professor at the University of Turin undertook to reformulate
with utmost precision all of pure mathematics!
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Peano 1889, 24 

There is a category of things called points. 
These things are not defined.  Moreover, 
given three points, a relation between them is
considered, indicated by  c 0 ab,  which is
likewise undefined.  The reader can denote by
the symbol  1  an arbitrary category of things
and by  c 0 ab  an arbitrary relation between
three things in this category;  all the defini-
tions that follow (§2) will always be valid, and
all the propositions of §3.  Depending on the
significance attributed to the undefined sym-
bols  1  and  c 0 ab,  the axioms can be satis-
fied or not.  If a certain group of axioms is
verified, then all the propositions that are de-
duced from them will be equally true, being
merely transformations of these axioms and
definitions.
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Peano 1894:
Sui fondamenti della geometria

• introduced the use of (direct) motion as a primitive concept. 

• A geometric transformation, it does not involve time. 

• It replaced congruence.

 
Figures are then defined as congruent if a motion maps one to the other.
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‚ Early career

Pieri’s 1900 Monograph on Point and Motion



Pieri’s Early Career
 

‚ Mario PIERI (1860–1913)

• Doctorate at Pisa in algebraic geometry, then

• Professor at the Turin military academy and assistant at the University.

portrait

• Influenced by C. Segre and Peano to study foundations of projective geometry, 

• Pieri achieved its first complete axiomatization, then

• turned to absolute (Euclidean 1 hyperbolic) geometry,

• emphasizing (direct) motion as a primitive concept.
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Early career

‚ Pieri’s 1900 Monograph on Point and Motion title page
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Pieri 1900:  Point and Motion

‚ A translation will appear in Marchisotto et al. 2011(?). 

• It developed geometry from just two primitive concepts, point and motion, and

provided complete proofs of all theorems.

• Pieri framed it as a hypothetical-deductive system  (=  our axiomatic theory),

following Peano’s approach, as publicized by Pieri and Alessandro PADOA. 

 
• Some critical definitions



Pieri 1900 Definitions
 
 

P, Q, R  are collinear ] (› nontrivial motion  µ )
[ µP = P  &  µQ = Q  &  µR = R ] , 

following Leibniz.  Motions must be direct!
 
P, Q  are equidistant from  R ] (› µ )[ µP = Q  &  µR = R ] 

Q  is midway between  P, R ] Q  is collinear with & equidistant from  P, R
 
Q  is somewhere between  P, R ] see figure 1



 M

  P   RO  Q

 N

Figure 1

Pieri’s 1900 definition of
Q  lying somewhere between  P, R
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‚ Oswald VEBLEN (1880–1960) 

• in 1905 claimed to base Euclidean geometry on just
two primitive concepts, point and segment between.

portrait

  
But in 1907 Federigo ENRIQUES noted that

• Veblen's polar system, incompletely defined,
was evidently a third primitive concept.

In 1911 Veblen did succeed with three primitives: 

• point, segment, and congruence of point pairs.
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‚ Appeared in 1908 first page Translated in Marchisotto & Smith 2007

Pieri did base Euclidean geometry on just two primitive concepts:

point equidistance of a point  O  from two others ( OP = OQ ) 

He used this train of definitions—hold your hat.

Pieri’s axioms were frightfully complicated,

• but we’d call them all first-order, except for continuity axioms.

  
He included all details of his proofs!

 

Pieri 1908 received little acclaim, 

• except in Poland:  Pieri 1915 is a translation.  Why???



Pieri 1908
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Point & Sphere Definitions
 

‚ Q  is on the sphere  PO  through  P  about  O ] OP = OQ
 

if  O /= Q  then  P  is collinear with  O,Q ] PO 1 PQ = {P } (Leibniz)
see figure 2

 
P = Q /O,  the reflection of  Q  over  O ] O, P, Q  collinear  &  OP = OQ

 
spheres are congruent ] they’re related by reflection

OP = QR —point pairs are congruent— ] R  is on a sphere about  Q 
   congruent to  PO

 
isometry  =  transformation that preserves congruence of point pairs

 
(direct) motion  =  square of an isometry



   

R

O   P Q

Rr

P  is collinear with  O, Q;  R  is not.

Figure 2

Pieri’s 1908 definition of collinearity
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Tarski
 

‚ Early career

 
For research and for his university course Tarski adopted
the hypothetical-deductive system framework.

 
In the late 1920s he was beginning to use first-order logic,
which avoided use of sets. 

 
Pieri’s 1908 Point and Sphere system,  which fit that framework,
was adapted for Tarski’s system of geometry.



Tarski’s Early Career
 

Alfred TARSKI (1901-1983)

• earned the doctorate in logic at Warsaw under Leśniewski, 

• but the economy and antisemitism made it hard to find a job. 

In 1927 Tarski was a high-school teacher and university assistant,

• starting on the path to become the world’s top logician. 

 

His research featured application of logical techniques to geometry.

portrait



 

Alfred Tarski
 (1901–1983)

Little is known about Tarski’s
pre-1939 life in Poland.  Any infor-
mation, particularly from others’
correspondence, would be of great
value!
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‚ For research and for his university course Tarski adopted

the hypothetical-deductive system framework.

 
In the late 1920s he was beginning to use first-order logic,
which avoided use of sets.

 
For his system of geometry, Tarski adapted Pieri’s 1908 Point and Sphere,
which fit that framework.



Tarski’s System of Geometry

 

‚ Tarski’s primitive concepts were point and two relations,

• congruence of point pairs 
• betweenness of triples.

Thus he was also following Veblen’s 1911 work. 

 
Tarski’s axioms were vastly simpler than Pieri’s, 

• and his system enabled much deeper research.
• Its models are precisely the coordinate geometries

over real-closed ordered fields. 

He didn’t publish until 1959 ! title page

The proofs finally appeared in Schwabhäuser, Szmielew & Tarski 1983.



Tarski [1957] 1959
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Nondefinability
 
‚ Consider geometry based on congruence  D  of point pairs

and betweenness  B  of triples.

 
Pieri, in 1908, presented a formula  Fabc  involving just  D,  and proved

• (œa, b, c) [ Babc  ]  Fabc ] — B  is definable from  D.

Veblen, in 1904, claimed the reverse:  D  definable from  B.
In 1907, Enriques objected.

Tarski refuted Veblen easily in 1935.

Adolf LINDENBAUM and Tarski, by a similar 1935 argument, proved Pieri optimal:
no formula  F  can be a definition of  B  or  D   if  F  is constructed
just from binary relations  R  that are definable in Tarski’s system. 

This work has led to related studies.



Refuting Veblen

This required a precise definition of definition.
That’s possible with Tarski’s geometry. 

Suppose  Fabcd  were a formula involving just  B  for which
• (œa, b, c, d) [ Dabcd  ]  Fabcd ] .

There’s an affine transformation  A  that’s not a similarity. 
• F  would be invariant under  A,  because  B  is.
That’s contradictory, because  D  is not.

 
Thus no such  F  exists:  D  is not definable from  B  alone. 

 
This method of argument is due to Padoa in 1900.
But the result is by Tarski in 1935. 
It required logical methods unfamiliar until then.
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Related Studies
 

Many related studies are reported in Schwabhäuser, Szmielew & Tarski 1983. 

 
In 1990–1991 Victor PAMBUCCIAN showed that Pieri’s result
can be improved, if the logic is strengthened:

  
Let  y, z  be an arbitrary, fixed, pair of  /=  points.
Then  D,  and hence  B,  can be defined in terms of 

• the single binary relation  Uab  ]  Dabyz,  

provided the language and logic permit countably infinite conjunctions. 

 
His argument is what Pieri used in 1908 to analyze the statement,

• distance(a,b) = (m /2n) distance(y,z)   !
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